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1/6 ICEBERG
Triangulated iceberg.
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Solution

The bottle can come with glasses
that have on the bottom an iceberg,
and when the liquid is poured it will
look like the top of the iceberg is
peaking .
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2/6 ICEBERG
Triangulated iceberg.

What is the STORY behind your design?

The design represents the triangulations that the ice has in it's moleculat stucture .
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3/6 ICEBERG
Triangulated iceberg.

What makes your idea DIFFERENT to any other limited edition vodka?

I used the same color scheme of the original bottle design but with a fresh twist to it, by
interpreting the old label through simple geometrical forms.
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4/6 ICEBERG
Triangulated iceberg.

Is the design 100% created by you or is there anything we should know about any
third-party material used?

Yes
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5/6 ICEBERG
Triangulated iceberg.

Are you applying for the Client’s Choice Professional Award (yes/no)? If so, please
answer the following questions.

Yes
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6/6 ICEBERG
Triangulated iceberg.
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Creative's profile

Vanda Dobrescu
Architect
Bucharest, Romania

Creative's top 5 skills

Graphic Design, Illustration, Web Design

PRO
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